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C O N S P E C T U S

Water is ubiquitous in nature, but it exists as pure water infrequently. From the ocean to biology, water molecules interact
with a wide variety of dissolved species. Many of these species are charged. In the ocean, water interacts with dissolved

salts. In biological systems, water interacts with dissolved salts as well as charged amino acids, the zwitterionic head groups of
membranes, and other biological groups that carry charges. Water plays a central role in a vast number of chemical processes
because of its dynamic hydrogen-bond network. A water molecule can form up to four hydrogen bonds in an approximately tet-
rahedral arrangement. These hydrogen bonds are continually being broken, and new bonds are being formed on a picosecond
time scale. The ability of the hydrogen-bond network of water to rapidly reconfigure enables water to accommodate and facili-
tate chemical processes. Therefore, the influence of charged species on water hydrogen-bond dynamics is important.

Recent advances in ultrafast coherent infrared spectroscopy have greatly expanded our understanding of water dynamics. Two-
dimensional infrared (2D IR) vibrational echo spectroscopy is providing new observables that yield direct information on the fast
dynamics of molecules in their ground electronic state under thermal equilibrium conditions. The 2D IR vibrational echoes are akin
to 2D nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) but operate on time scales that are many orders of magnitude shorter. In a 2D IR vibra-
tional echo experiment (see the Conspectus figure), three IR pulses are tuned to the vibrational frequency of interest, which in this
case is the frequency of the hydroxyl stretching mode of water. The first two pulses “label” the initial molecular structures by their
vibrational frequencies. The system evolves between pulses two and three, and the third pulse stimulates the emission of the vibra-
tional echo pulse, which is the signal. The vibrational echo pulse is heterodyne, detected by combining it with another pulse, the
local oscillator. Heterodyne detection provides phase and amplitude information, which are both necessary to perform the two
Fourier transforms that take the data from the time domain to a two-dimensional frequency domain spectrum. The time depen-
dence of a series of 2D IR vibrational echo spectra provides direct information on system dynamics.

Here, we use two types of 2D IR vibrational echo experiments to examine the influence that charged species have on
water hydrogen-bond dynamics. Solutions of NaBr and NaBF4 are studied. The NaBr solutions are studied as a function of
the concentration using vibrational echo measurements of spectral diffusion and polarization-selective IR pump-probe mea-
surements of orientational relaxation. Both types of measurements show the slowing of hydrogen-bond network structural
evolution with an increasing salt concentration. NaBF4 is studied using vibrational echo chemical-exchange spectroscopy. In
these experiments, it is possible to directly observe the chemical exchange of water molecules switching their hydrogen-
bond partners between BF4

- and other water molecules. The results demonstrate that water interacting with ions has slower
hydrogen-bond dynamics than pure water, but the slowing is a factor of 3 or 4 rather than orders of magnitude.
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1. Introduction

The hydrogen-bond network of pure water, which is respon-

sible for the unique properties of water, undergoes rapid struc-

tural evolution.1 A question of fundamental importance is how

do the dynamics of water in the immediate vicinity of an ion

or ionic group differ from those of pure water? Water dynam-

ics in ion hydration shells play a significant role in the nature

of systems such as proteins and micelles and in processes

such as ion transport through transmembrane proteins.

In pure water, the hydrogen-bond network is constantly

evolving, with a range of time scales from tens of femtosec-

onds to picoseconds.2-6 Hydrogen bonds are continually

forming and breaking through concerted hydrogen-bond rear-

rangements.7 These dynamical processes can be observed on

the time scales that they occur using ultrafast infrared spec-

troscopy. Measurements of spectral diffusion using ultrafast

two-dimensional infrared (2D IR) vibrational echo spect-

roscopy5,8,9 as well as other ultrafast IR techniques4,10 have

determined the multiple time scales for the hydrogen-bond

dynamics. The slowest time component of the frequency-
frequency correlation function (FFCF) (1.7 ps) is associated with

the randomization of the hydrogen-bond network through con-

certed hydrogen-bond rearrangements. The orientational relax-

ation time of pure water (2.6 ps)4,6 is also assigned to concerted

hydrogen-bond rearrangement via jump reorientation.7

Ionic hydration and the dynamics of water in salt solutions

have been studied extensively by nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR),11 neutron diffraction,12 computer simulations,13 and

infrared spectroscopy.9,14,15 There is information about the

structure of ionic solvation shells from diffraction experiments.

However, unraveling the dynamics of the solvation shell and

the back and forth exchange of waters hydrogen-bonded to

ions and to water molecules is an ongoing experimental

problem.

Here, two types of ultrafast 2D IR vibrational echo experi-

ments as well as polarization-selective IR pump-probe exper-

iments are used to study water hydrogen-bond dynamics in

concentrated salt solutions. The two 2D IR vibrational echo

observables are chemical exchange16,17 and spectral

diffusion.5,8,9 The application of these two types of vibrational

echo experiments is dictated by the IR absorption spectrum of

the hydroxyl stretch of water. The OD hydroxyl stretch of

dilute HOD in H2O is studied rather than pure H2O or D2O to

eliminate vibrational excitation transfer.18,19 Vibrational exci-

tation transfer interferes with orientational relaxation mea-

surements, and it will artificially contribute to both chemical

exchange and spectral diffusion. MD simulations have shown

that dilute HOD in H2O does not change the behavior of water

and that observations of the OD hydroxyl stretch report on the

dynamics and local environment of water.20

Figure 1A shows background-subtracted IR absorption spec-

tra of the OD stretch of HOD in H2O salt solutions for NaBF4
17

for several salt concentrations. The numbers, n, are the num-

ber of water molecules per salt; e.g., n ) 30 means that there

are 30 water molecules for one NaBF4. As the concentration

of the salt increases, a peak develops on the high-frequency

side of the water spectrum. This peak arises from ODs hydro-

gen-bonded to the BF4
- anions.17 In addition, the main water

peak shifts to the blue with an increasing concentration but

essentially maintains its shape. The presence of distinct peaks

for ODs hydrogen-bonded to other water molecules and BF4
-

anions makes it possible to perform the chemical-exchange

spectroscopy (CES) experiments, 17 in which hydrogen-bond

switching between anions and water oxygens is manifested by

the growth of off-diagonal peaks in the 2D IR vibrational echo

spectra. The CES experiments were performed on the high-

est concentration sample, 5.5 M with n ) 7.

The NaBr spectra (Figure 1B) do not show two distinct

peaks at any salt concentration. The spectra are broad,21 and

the peak position is increasingly blue-shifted as the NaBr con-

centration increases. For pure water, the broad spectrum is

associated with different numbers and a wide range of

FIGURE 1. FTIR spectra of the OD stretching mode of dilute HOD
in H2O as a function of the salt concentration. (A) NaBF4 spectra.
The OD hydroxyl bound to the BF4

- anion (small peak at high
frequency) and the OD bound to oxygen of another water are
spectrally resolved. (B) NaBr spectra. The water-anion and
water-water bands are not resolved.
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strengths of the hydrogen bonds.21 For pure water, sub-en-

sembles of water molecules with more and/or stronger hydro-

gen bonds have red-shifted absorptions, while sub-ensembles

with fewer and/or weaker hydrogen bonds are blue-shifted. In

the type of systems being considered here, in which the

hydroxyl groups are likely to be interacting with ions, the blue

shift should not be interpreted as an indication of the weak-

ening of the hydrogen-bond structure in an aqueous solu-

tion but rather as an overall change in the nature of the

local water environments. Because the NaBr spectra do not

show distinct peaks, CES cannot be employed. Instead,

measurements of spectral diffusion (change in the 2D IR

vibrational echo line shapes) can be used to examine the

hydrogen-bond dynamics.9

2. Measurements of Hydrogen-Bond
Dynamics

2.1. Chemical-Exchange Spectroscopy Measurements of

Water-NaBF4. Chemical exchange occurs when two species

in equilibrium interconvert without changing the overall num-

ber of either species. The 2D IR vibrational echo chemical-

exchange spectroscopy has been developed recently16,22-25

and applied to the formation and dissociation dynamics of

organic solute-solvent complexes,16,22,26 the rate of isomer-

ization around a carbon-carbon single bond,25 the switch-

ing between well-defined protein structural substates,27 and

hydrogen-bond dynamics in NaBF4 solutions17 discussed here.

Chemical exchange between two species has a well-de-

fined effect on the 2D IR vibrational echo spectrum.16 At short

times compared to the exchange time, the peaks correspond-

ing to the two species appear as two positive going bands on

the diagonal of the 2D spectrum. A 2D contour plot spectrum

such as this is shown in the Conspectus figure (also see Fig-

ure 3A below). The diagonal is the dashed line. Positive going

peaks are red, and negative going peaks are blue. The hori-

zontal axis is ωτ, corresponding to the frequencies that the

vibrational oscillators interact with when the first pulse in the

three-pulse sequence is applied. The vertical axis is ωm. It cor-

responds to the frequencies of oscillators interacting with the

third pulse, which gives rise to the vibrational echo pulse at

the same frequencies. Therefore, ωm corresponds to the fre-

quencies contained in the vibrational echo wave packet. The

time between the first and second pulses is τ, and the time

between the second and third pulses is Tw. The vibrational

echo pulse is emitted at time eτ after the third pulse. The

vibrational echo is detected through a monochromator using

a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) array detector, which mea-

sures 32 frequencies at once (see the Conspectus figure). Fre-

quency resolving the combined echo-local oscillator wave

packet performs one of the two Fourier transforms necessary

to obtain a 2D spectrum. The detection of the many wave-

lengths in the vibrational echo pulse with the monochroma-

tor gives the ωm axis. This axis reads out the final frequencies

of all of the species.

The first two pulses in the sequence label the initial spe-

cies. As τ is scanned, the echo pulse moves temporally rela-

tive to the fixed local oscillator pulse, producing a temporal

interferogram at each ωm where there is signal. Numerical

Fourier transformation of these temporal interferograms, one

at each ωm, gives the ωτ axis. The ωτ axis reports the initial fre-

quencies of the species, and the ωm axis reports the final fre-

quencies of the species after the system has evolved for time,

Tw.

FIGURE 2. (A) 0-1 region of a hypothetical spectrum at short time.
One peak for each species is on the diagonal. (B) 0-1 region at
long time. The off-diagonal chemical-exchange peaks have grown.
(C) Full spectrum at long time showing both the 0-1 and 1-2
regions of the spectrum.
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In the Conspectus figure (also see Figure 3A below), the

high-frequency peak on the diagonal arises from ODs hydro-

gen-bonded to BF4
- anions. The lower frequency peak on the

diagonal comes from ODs hydrogen-bonded to water oxy-

gens. In addition, there are two negative going off-diagonal

bands (blue in the figure) that arise from vibrational echo

emission at the v ) 1-2 (1-2) transition frequencies of each

diagonal peak.28,29 The 1-2 peaks are shifted to lower fre-

quency along the vibrational echo emission (ωm) axis of the

2D spectrum by the anharmonicities of the OD stretch of the

two species.

It is useful to discuss the ideal CES case, in which the anhar-

monic shifts are so large that, when projected onto the ωm

axis, the off-diagonal 1-2 peaks do not overlap with the 0-1

peaks30 (Note that this is not the case for the salt solution

spectrum shown in the Conspectus figure and Figure 3 below).

In the ideal case, we can consider only the 0-1 peaks. At

short Tw, there are two peaks on the diagonal, called A and B

(see Figure 2A). The system is in equilibrium; therefore, A’s are

constantly turning into B’s, and B’s are turning into A’s. At

longer Tw, some A’s have turned into B’s and some B’s have

turned into A’s (see Figure 2B). For those A’s that turn into B’s,

the initial frequency on both the ωτ and ωm axes is ωA but the

final frequency on ωm is ωB, producing an off-diagonal peak

at (ωA, ωB). For those B’s that turn into A’s, a different off-di-

agonal peak is produced at (ωB, ωA). The time dependence of

the growth of these off-diagonal peaks and the decay of the

diagonal peaks yields the chemical-exchange times.16 Figure

2C shows both the 0-1 and 1-2 portions of the spectrum at

long Tw. There are equivalent chemical-exchange peaks in

both portions.16

The water-BF4
- chemical-exchange system behaves in the

same manner, except that there is overlap between chemical-

exchange peaks and other peaks in the 2D spectrum. The

overlapping peaks produce a more complex appearing spec-

trum as the chemical-exchange peaks grow. The overlap of

the peaks is taken into account in the data analysis.17

In the following, hydroxyl-water (hw) signifies hydroxyls

hydrogen-bonded to oxygen atoms of water molecules.

Hydroxyl-anion (ha) signifies hydroxyls hydrogen-bonded to

BF4
- anions. The first two pulses label the ha’s and hw’s. As

time increases, additional peaks grow because of hydrogen-

bond rearrangements that cause ha’s to change into hw’s and

vice versa. The exchange dynamics are extracted from the

time-dependent growth of these off-diagonal peaks when the

effects of the vibrational lifetimes and orientational relaxation

of the two species are included in the chemical-exchange

kinetic model analysis.16,17 The vibrational lifetimes and ori-

entational relaxation times were measured with polarization-

selective IR pump-probe experiments.17

Figure 3 displays the 2D IR chemical-exchange spectrum at

Tw ) (A) 200 fs and (B) 4 ps. The growth of the chemical-ex-

change peaks at 4 ps is clear from the change in the spec-

trum compared to the Tw ) 200 fs spectrum. In B, only the

higher frequency region of the 2D spectrum is presented,

because this region of the spectrum shows the influence of

the growth of the off-diagonal peaks most clearly. Because

the lifetime of hw is considerably shorter than ha (see

below), the hw peak has decreased in amplitude relative to

the ha peak when compared to the 200 fs spectrum. Chem-

ical exchange will cause four additional off-diagonal peaks to

grow in, two of which are positive going, arising from the 0-1

transitions, and two that are negative going and come from

the 1-2 transitions. In Figure 3, the most evident chemical-

exchange peak is the 0-1 hwf ha peak, labeled A; this peak

does not overlap with any other peak. The spectrum contains

two other exchange peaks. The 1-2 hwf ha peak is labeled

B. The 1-2 hw f ha peak eats away a strip from the diago-

nal 0-1 hw band because it is negative, relatively narrow

along the ωm axis, and extended along the ωτ axis. This is

seen very clearly by comparing the hw peak in Figure 3B to

its short-time counterpart in Figure 3A. The last exchange peak

in Figure 3 is the 0-1 ha f hw peak, labeled C. It is positive

going and is manifested as a reduction in the bottom portion

of the negative going 1-2 ha peak. The shapes of the diag-

FIGURE 3. 2D IR vibrational echo spectra of the 5.5 M (n ) 7)
solution of NaBF4 at Tw ) (A) 200 fs and (B) 4 ps. Positive going
peaks are marked by +, and negative going peaks are marked by
-. By 4 ps, additional peaks at locations labeled A, B, and C have
grown because of chemical exchange (see the text).
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onal and off-diagonal CES peaks have been explicated theo-

retically and experimentally.23,30 The important point is that

we know exactly where all of the peaks are. The overlap of

the peaks is handled in the data analysis.17

A series of 2D spectra over a range of Tw was collected and

analyzed. The chemical-exchange times can be obtained from

the peak volumes as a function of Tw.16,23 The time depen-

dence of the 0-1 and corresponding 1-2 peaks are the

same.16,23 Because the system is in equilibrium, the ha f hw

and hw f ha chemical-exchange peaks grow with the same

time dependence.16,17,23 Therefore, all of the dynamics are

reflected in the subset of peaks, the diagonal 0-1 ha peak,

the diagonal 0-1 hw peak, and the off-diagonal 0-1 chem-

ical exchange hw f ha peak.17 The volumes associated with

these peaks are plotted in Figure 4A.

To obtain the chemical-exchange rate, the data in Figure

4A are fit with a model that includes the vibrational popula-

tion decay rates and the orientational relaxation rates of hw

and ha.16,17,23 Polarization-selective pump-probe experi-

ments were used to determine the apparent lifetime. The data

are shown in Figure 4B. Using the measured values as an ini-

tial guess, the data in panels A and B of Figure 4 were simul-

taneously fit to a system of coupled differential equations.23

In the fitting, the only adjustable parameters are the two vibra-

tional lifetimes and the exchange rate for the process, ha f

hw. The simultaneous fits give an exchange rate, vibrational

lifetimes, and orientational relaxation times that are internally

consistent with the data measured by 2D IR CES and polar-

ization-selective pump-probe spectroscopy.

The fits to the exchange model are shown as the solid

curves in panels A and B of Figure 4. The quality of the fits in

both panels is excellent. In Figure 4A, the fit reproduces the

time dependence of the diagonal and chemical-exchange

peaks. The exchange time for haf hw is Taw ) 7 ( 1 ps. The

exchange time for hw f ha, Twa, is related to Taw by the equi-

librium constant.17 Using R ) 0.317 gives Twa ) 24 ps. This

value will be dependent upon the concentration of salt

because hw f ha can only occur if a water molecule is very

close to an anion. Therefore, the exchange dynamics are bet-

ter characterized by the time constant, Taw ) 7 ps, which may

be relatively insensitive to the salt concentration.

Figure 4B shows the vibrational population relaxation data

(symbols) and the exchange model (solid curves). The pro-

cess of exchange modifies the vibrational population decays,

such that the experimentally measured decays do not pro-

vide the true lifetimes. Initially, the data are fit with single

exponential decays to extract a first guess for the lifetimes.

The hw decay is substantially faster than the ha decay.

Because the system is in equilibrium, at t ) 0, equal popula-

tion is exchanged between the two species. However, as time

proceeds, the hw population decays more than the ha popu-

lation and the exchange process will serve to bolster the pop-

ulation of hw, making the apparent lifetime longer than the

true lifetime. The converse is true for ha. Note that the num-

ber of molecules undergoing exchange is always constant, but

the fraction of excited molecules of each species depends

upon the vibrational lifetime of that species. The shapes of the

population decay curves, particularly the ha curve, are sub-

stantially influenced by the chemical exchange.

Simultaneously fitting the 2D IR CES data and the

pump-probe data yields the true values for the lifetimes of

τhw ) 2.2 ( 0.1 ps and τha ) 9.4 ( 1 ps. More important is

that the fits using the chemical-exchange model reproduce the

functional form and time dependence of all of the curves in

panels A and B of Figure 4. Measurements of the orientational

anisotropy decay following procedures described previous-

ly6 yield values of τr
ha ) 5.0 ps and τr

hw ) 4.1 ps, where τr
ha

and τr
hw are the long-time orientational correlation times for ha

and hw, respectively. Because the orientational time constants

are close in value, the measured values are not significantly

modified by the chemical exchange.

The time constants for orientational motion are faster than

the time constant for chemical exchange. The ha f hw

FIGURE 4. (A) Peak volumes as a function of Tw of the diagonal
and chemical-exchange peaks. The solid curves are the result of
fitting to the chemical-exchange kinetic model. (B) Vibrational
population decays for OD hydroxyl bound to an anion (ha) and the
OD bound to another water oxygen (hw). The solid curves are the
result of simultaneously fitting the population decays and the peak
volumes shown in A to the chemical-exchange kinetic model.
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exchange time is 7 ( 1 ps. The orientational relaxation and

chemical-exchange times are not directly comparable. None-

theless, it is reasonable to expect that orientational relaxation

will be faster than chemical exchange. In pure water, orienta-

tional relaxation is modeled as jump reorientation. Here, the

jumps can be from ha to hw and hw to ha, as well as ha to

ha and hw to hw. The first two types of jumps produce both

chemical exchange and orientational relaxation, while the last

two produce only orientational relaxation. Thus, there are

more pathways contributing to orientational relaxation than to

chemical exchange, in accordance with the observation of

faster reorientation. The orientational relaxation times are less

than a factor of 2 slower than the orientational relaxation time

of pure water, τr ) 2.6 ps. Thus, the chemical-exchange and

orientational relaxation times show that dynamics of water in

this concentrated salt solution are not tremendously slower

than in pure water.

2.2. Spectral Diffusion Measurements of Water-NaBr.
The CES method depends upon having two resolvable peaks

(see Figure 1A), so that the growth of off-diagonal chemical-

exchange peaks can be observed. The spectra of NaBr solu-

tions (Figure 1B) display a single OD stretching band

because the hw and ha peaks overlap to such a great

extent that they are not resolved. Therefore, spectral diffu-

sion is used to investigate the water-ion dynamics rather

than chemical exchange.

Spectral diffusion in pure water was briefly mentioned in

the Introduction. The OD hydroxyl stretch frequency is very

sensitive to the hydrogen-bond configuration. Stronger hydro-

gen bonds and more hydrogen bonds shift the frequency to

the red (low energy). Weaker and fewer hydrogen bonds shift

the frequency to the blue. As the hydrogen-bond structure

evolves, the frequency of the OD stretch changes. The time-

dependent evolution of the frequency is called spectral diffu-

sion. Tracking the time dependence of the frequency provides

information on the time dependence of the hydrogen-bond

structural rearrangement.5,8 Experiments and simulations of

spectral diffusion have shown that there are a variety of time

scales for hydrogen-bond dynamics in pure water.5,8 The very

fast dynamics (from tens to hundreds of femtoseconds) are

associated with very local motions of the hydrogen bonds.

The slowest component of the dynamics (1.7 ps) corresponds

to the complete randomization of the network structure

through concerted hydrogen-bond rearrangements.

Spectral diffusion can be understood using the ideas intro-

duced to discuss chemical exchange. For pure water, rather

than two resolved peaks on the diagonal, imagine a continu-

ous overlapping set of peaks along the diagonal. At short time

before significant dynamics have occurred, the 2D spectrum

will be elongated along the diagonal because of the many

overlapping peaks. As the hydrogen-bond structure changes,

off-diagonal peaks will grow. However, instead of two peaks

at two specific frequencies in the 0-1 region, there will be a

continuum of peaks spanning all accessible frequencies. These

“off-diagonal” peaks overlap, and their effect is to change the

shape of the 2D spectrum. As Tw increases, the spectrum

broadens and goes from being elongated along the diagonal

to increasingly symmetrical. The change in shape can be ana-

lyzed using a variety of methods to give the FFCF. Basically,

the FFCF describes the time evolution of an initial frequency

ω(0) to other frequencies ω(t) at later time t, which is directly

related to an initial local hydrogen-bonding structure experi-

ence by an OD at t ) 0 evolving to other structures at time t.
In the NaBr solutions, in addition to spectral diffusion, there

is also chemical exchange, in which OD hydroxyls bound to

water oxygens (hw) and OD hydroxyls bound to Br- (ha)

switch. The overall dynamics are illustrated schematically in

Figure 5. The left well represents hw, and the right well rep-

resents ha. On the basis of the experiments on NaBF4, we

anticipate that the switching between ha and hw will occur on

the many picosecond time scale. On a much shorter time

scale, spectral diffusion will cause sampling of frequencies

without switching between species. Because the ha and hw

peaks overlap strongly, spectral diffusion in each of the wells

shown in Figure 5 will sample a large range of frequencies.

The diagram has the two types of species separated with dis-

tinct regions of spectral diffusion. While this is the case for

NaBF4, it is not the physical situation for NaBr. In the NaBr

solutions, the ranges of spectral diffusion strongly overlap.

However, without chemical exchange interconverting ha’s and

hw’s, full spectral diffusion, that is sampling of all structures

and therefore all frequencies, cannot occur.

FIGURE 5. Schematic illustration of the processes of spectral
diffusion and chemical exchange.
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To analyze the Tw dependence of the 2D lineshapes, we

employ the center line slope (CLS) method, which is an accu-

rate approach for obtaining the FFCF.31,32 Figure 6 shows 2D

IR vibrational echo spectra for the 6 M (n ) 8) NaBr solution

at three Tw values: 200 fs, 1 ps, and 9 ps. The dashed line on

the top panel is the diagonal. The positive going peaks (red)

on the diagonal are from the OD stretch 0-1 transition and

the off-diagonal negative going peaks (blue) are from the 1-2

transition. We will focus on the 0-1 transition peaks. At 200

fs, the 0-1 band is elongated along the diagonal. By 1 ps, the

band is less elongated, and by 9 ps, the band is virtually sym-

metrical. At sufficiently long time, the 0-1 band will become

round in the absence of the 1-2 band. However, the nega-

tive 1-2 band overlaps the bottom of the positive 0-1, flat-

tening it out. The blue lines are the center lines. They are

calculated as described previously.31,32

The basic idea of the CLS method is that a line can be con-

structed from the data at each Tw that has a slope that is

directly related to the shape of the spectrum. In the analysis

used here, the FFCF is related to the inverse of the slope. At

short time, the CLS approaches 1; therefore, the inverse is 1.

At long time, the center line is vertical (infinite slope; see the

bottom panel in Figure 6); therefore, the inverse is 0. The FFCF

can be calculated from the Tw dependence of the inverse of

the CLS.31

Figure 7 displays the inverse of the CLS, C(Tw), for pure

water and three NaBr solutions.9,33 It is immediately clear that,

as the NaBr concentration increases, the water dynamics slow.

Extensive simulations of pure water5,8 and comparisons to

vibrational echo data3,5,8 show that the FFCF decays on mul-

tiple time scales. The slowest time scale for pure water, 1.7 ps,

arises from the complete randomization of the hydrogen-bond

network. We find that FFCFs for the NaBr solutions also decay

with multiple time scales, with the faster components being

similar to those found for pure water.9 The slowest compo-

nent of the FFCF shows the most dramatic change. In anal-

ogy to pure water, we assume that this component reflects the

final complete randomization of the hydrogen-bond network.

However, in NaBr solutions, there will be hydrogen bonds

between water molecules as well as hydrogen bonding of

water to ions. The slowest FFCF component for pure water and

the 1.5, 3, and 6 M NaBr solutions are 1.7 ( 0.5, 2.6 ( 0.5,

3.5 ( 0.5, and 4.8 ( 0.6 ps, respectively. For the highest con-

centration, there are only eight water molecules per NaBr (n
) 8), which is insufficient to complete even a single solva-

tion shell for the cation and anion. Therefore, all of the mol-

ecules will be interacting directly with ions. Even for this

sample, the hydrogen-bond randomization is only approxi-

mately a factor of 3 slower than that occurring in pure water.

Figure 8 displays decays of the orientational anisotropy, r(t),
of the OD hydroxyl for pure water and the three NaBr

concentrations.9,34 r(t) is the second Legendre polynomial ori-

entational correlation function divided by 2.5. The data

describe the randomization of the direction of the OD bond

vector. As with the vibrational echo spectral diffusion, the ori-

entational relaxation slows as the NaBr concentration

increases. The slowest component of r(t) for pure water and

FIGURE 6. 2D IR vibrational echo data for the 6 M (n ) 8) NaBr
solution at three Tw values. The red peaks are positive going 0-1
transitions, and the blue peaks are negative going 1-2 transitions.
The diagonal is shown in the top panel. As Tw increases, the shapes
of the bands change. The solid lines are the center lines used to
obtain the FFCF.

FIGURE 7. Data (symbols) reflect the change in shape of the 2D IR
spectra as a function of Tw using the CLS representation for pure
water and three NaBr concentrations. As the ion concentration
increases, the water hydrogen-bond dynamics slow.
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the 1.5, 3, and 6 M NaBr solutions are 2.6 ( 0.1, 3.9 ( 0.3,

5.1 ( 0.2, and 6.7 ( 0.3 ps, respectively. The complete ran-

domization of the bond vector occurs through jump reorien-

tation rather than Gaussian orientational diffusion.7,35 The

orientations of water molecules are restricted because of

hydrogen bonds to other water molecules. Concerted hydro-

gen-bond network rearrangement is required to randomize

the orientation. The switching of hydrogen bonds between

partners causes jumps in the orientation of ∼60°. Therefore,

the slowest component of the orientational relaxation is

closely related to the slowest component of the spectral dif-

fusion. Both require hydrogen-bond network randomization.

In the n ) 8 NaBr solution, the slowest component of the

orientational relaxation is almost 3 times longer than in pure

water. In the model that we are using, both the slowest com-

ponent of the spectral diffusion and the complete randomiza-

tion of the OD orientation require a global reorganization of

the hydrogen-bond structure. The FFCF and the orientational

correlation function [r(t)] cannot be directly compared because

they are different correlation functions. It is interesting to com-

pare the effect of the NaBr concentration on the slowest com-

ponents of the FFCF and r(t). This can be performed by taking

the ratios, Ri, of the time constants of the slowest components

for NaBr solutions with respect to the value for pure water. For

the FFCF, RFFCF ) 1.5, 2.1, and 2.8 going from low to high con-

centration. For r(t), Ror ) 1.5, 2.0, and 2.6. Within experimen-

tal error, the two sets of ratios are identical, which supports the

picture that the slowest components of both experimental

observables are related to the same global hydrogen-bond

rearrangement.

Previously, two-color IR pump-probe experiments were

performed by pumping the OH stretch of HOD in D2O salt

solutions (6 M NaCl, NaBr, or NaI) near the center of the OH

stretching band and measuring vibrational population relax-

ation at different frequencies.15 The results were interpreted

as spectral diffusion and were analyzed in terms of a cor-

relation time constants τc. The correlation times were

reported to be 20-50 times longer than those of pure

water. Both the direct chemical-exchange measurements on

NaBF4 and the vibrational echo spectral diffusion measure-

ments on NaBr discussed here demonstrate that water

dynamics are not slowed as much as suggested by the ear-

lier pump-probe experiments.

3. Discussion

In both the NaBF4 and NaBr solutions, the hydrogen-bond

rearrangement dynamics can be divided into four subsets

based on the initial and final hydrogen-bonding partner of the

OD hydroxyl, which is the species under observation in all of

the experiments. The four processes are hw f hw, ha f ha,

hw f ha, and ha f hw. In the NaBF4 chemical-exchange

experiments, we observe only the hwf ha and haf hw pro-

cesses and, therefore, we obtain the time for switching from

a water hydroxyl bound to an anion to a hydroxyl bound to

a water oxygen and vice versa. We found that the time for the

ha f hw process is 7 ps. In the NaBr solutions, all four pro-

cesses contribute to spectral diffusion and orientational relax-

ation. As the NaBr concentration increases, the water

concentration decreases and the number of hw f hw pro-

cesses decreases. For the lower NaBr concentrations, the num-

ber of ha f ha processes is probably negligible because the

anions are separated. For the highest NaBr concentration,

there are 8 water molecules, with 16 water oxygen-accept-

ing sites per NaBr. Br- will accept ∼6 hydroxyls to solvate it

in dilute solution. Therefore, even at the highest concentra-

tion, the number of water-accepting sites substantially out

number the Br--accepting sites. Therefore, it is likely that the

ha f ha process is not substantial, even at this high concen-

tration. If this is the case, then increasing the NaBr concentra-

tion increases the importance of the chemical-exchange

processes haf hw and hwf ha relative to the other two pro-

cesses. On the basis of the results of the NaBF4 experiments,

we can reasonably assume that the chemical-exchange pro-

cesses are slower than the hw f hw process, which, in bulk

water, gives a spectral diffusion time of 1.7 ps and an orien-

tational relaxation time of 2.6 ps.

In light of these ideas, the NaBr concentration-dependent

data can be viewed as follows. The identical concentration

dependence of the ratios RFFCF and Ror show that the spectral

diffusion observable and the orientational relaxation observ-

able are measuring different aspects of the same phenom-

ena. In contrast to the direct chemical-exchange measure-

ments, both of these observables have contributions from the

FIGURE 8. Decay of the orientational anisotropies of pure water
and three concentrations of NaBr. As the NaBr concentration
increases, the orientational relaxation slows.
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chemical-exchange pathways, haf hw and hwf ha, and the

nonchemical-exchange pathways, hw f hw and ha f ha. As

the concentration of NaBr increases, the chemical-exchange

pathways will become increasingly important relative to the

nonchemical-exchange pathways. The observed slowing of the

dynamics with increasing NaBr concentration (see Figures 7

and 8) shows that the chemical-exchange pathways are slower

than the nonchemical-exchange pathways. Even at the high-

est NaBr concentration (6 M, n ) 8), there will still be

nonchemical-exchange pathways participating in the spec-

tral diffusion and orientational relaxation dynamics. However,

at all of the concentrations used in the NaBr experiments, the

hw f hw process will not be the same as it is in bulk. The

slowest components of the spectral diffusion and the orienta-

tional relaxation involve the randomization of the hydrogen-

bond network, which requires concerted motions of a number

of water molecules.7,36 The OD hydroxyl under observation

can switch from one water oxygen to another, but the other

waters participating in the process may be associated with

ions. Therefore, the slowing of the dynamics with increased

NaBr concentration is not necessarily a superposition of a

decreasing contribution of normal bulk water dynamics and

an increasing contribution of slower chemical-exchange

dynamics. Because of the concerted multiwater nature of the

dynamics that randomize the hydrogen-bond structure, the hw

f hw process is also likely to become slower as the NaBr con-

centration increases. At the highest concentration, the hw f

hw process may not be able to occur without chemical

exchange participating as part of the concerted process. There-

fore, the dynamics measured at the highest concentration are

likely to be dominated by and close to the chemical-exchange

dynamics.

The take home message is that the interaction of water

with ions slows hydrogen-bond network dynamics. However,

even at very high salt concentrations, the lengthening of the

time scale for a water to switch between being hydrogen-

bonded to an ion and being hydrogen-bonded to another

water molecule is slower by a factor of 3 or 4 and not orders

of magnitude. The results presented here indicate that water

interacting with other types of charged species, for example,

a charged amino acid at the surface of a protein, will result in

a longer time to reorganize the local hydrogen-bond network

than pure water but the increase in time scale should be sig-

nificantly less than an order of magnitude.
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